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Apart from certain Chevalley groups (of even or odd characteristic), the 
sporadic simple groups Fs and M(24)’ possess 2-local subgroups E&2-(6,2) 
and E.&P@, 2), respectively. Some other sporadic simple groups may contain 
similiar 2-local subgroups. No complete list of known simple groups having 
2-local subgroups Eae,0*(2n, 2) or E.&2*(2n, 2) is available at the time of 
writing. A complete classification of all simple groups having such 2-local 
subgroups seems to be hard. In this paper we give a partial classification, 
working under the additional assumption that the centralizer of a “singular” 
involution in E,a, is of characteristic two type. 
Throughout this paper we will assume: 
(*) G is a finite group which contains an elementary abelian subgroup A of 
order 22n, n an integer 23, such that if N = N,(A) then N/A s @(2n, 2), M 
@(2n, 2), E E {+, -) and A is the standard module for N. 
The set A# is divided into two orbits under conjugation by elements of N/A, 
say A# = d, u d, . With a suitable quadratic form q, d, is the set of all singular 
vectors and d, is the set of all nonsingular vectors. 
THEOREM. Suppose G satisjies (*) and let a be a singular vector in A, i.e., 
Q E A, . If A4 = C,(a) is 2-constrained with O(M) = 1 then either 
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(A) M _C N, or 
(B) Q = O,(M) is extra-special of order 2a’8-3 and we haoe one of the 
following possibilities for M/Q: 
(i) M/Q E S, x OE(2n - 2,2) or S, x @(2n - 2,2), n 2 3; 
(ii) M’lQ is a nonsplit extension of Z, by U,(3), M/M’ z Z, x Z, or 
Z2,n=4,E=-; 
(iii) M/Q~(A,~Z,).Z,orA,jZ,,n=3,~=-; 
(iv) M/Q z S, x S’, , n = 3, 6 = f; 
(v) M/Q is a (solvable) (2, 3)-group with O&M/Q) z Ez7 or Es1 and 
2333\(jM/QI<26.35,n=3,,=+. 
COROLLARY. Suppose the assumptions of the theorem hold. 
(A) Timmesfeld [lo]. I f  conclusion (A) holds then A Q G. 
(B)(i) Smith [7]. If conclusion (B)(i) holds, G e 072n+2,2) or @(2n+2,2). 
(B)(ii) Parrott [5] II, III. I f  conclusion (B)(ii) holds, G E M(24) or M(24)‘. 
(B)(iii) Smith [8], Harada [4]. I f  conclusion (B)(iii) holds, G g Aut F5 or 
F5, (Uniqueness of F5 by the condition of [4] does now appear to have been 
established.) 
(B)(iv) Smith [7]. Conclusion (B)(iv) cannot hotd. 
The only groups known to satisfy (B)( v are various subgroups of Aut 52,+(2) ) 
and Aut Qs+(3) (containing the simple groups Q,+(2), Qs+(3), respectively). At 
present it does not appear that there is a complete classification of these groups 
(although part of the problem is treated by Smith in [7], namely, the case (B)(i), 
n = 3 c = + ; and also by Smith in [8] when G is simple.) 
The Proof of the Theorem. Let G satisfy the assumptions of the Theorem. 
Let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of N and S a Sylow 2-subgroup of G such that 
S 3 T. Throughout a will be a singular vector, b a nonsingular vector of A+; 
i.e., a Ed, , 6 Ed, . In addition --E is defined by (E, -61 = (+, -1. 
LEMMA 1. We have C,(a)/A is an extension of E,a+1, by @(2n - 2, 2) or 
by SZe(2n - 2,2), according as N/A E (F(2n, 2) or @(2n, 2). Morecvver, the 
E,e,,-l, is the standard module for OE(2n - 2, 2) or Q(2n - 2,2). C,(a)/A acts 
on A indecomposably with the unique composition series 1 C (a) C A, C A where 
1 A, 1 = 1 A l/2. A, is generated by the set of all singular vectors a’ such that aa’ 
is also singular. (We use multiplicative notation throughout the paper). Al/(a) is 
also the standard module for C,(a)/O,(C,(a)) s 01(2n - 2,2) or @(2n - 2, 2). 
C,(b)/A g Z, x Sp(2n - 2,2) or Sp(2n - 2, 2) according as N/A s OF(2n, 2) 
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oY@(2n, 2). C,(b)/A t acs on A indecomposably with the uniqm composition series 
IC(b)CA,CAwhereIA,I =lA1/2. 
Proof. This is standard knowledge about orthogonal groups. All statements 
are easily seen if one considers an extension of an extra-special group of order 
22n+1 by @(2n, 2). 
The following lemma is of the same nature only more technical. 
LEMMA 2. With the same notation as Lemma 1, the following hold: 
(1) CA(02(C&>)) = (4. 
(2) G(4) = A. 
(3) G&W)) = A. 
(4) -WMCdaN) = 4 . 
(5) For every element c in A - A,, CN(a, c)/Ar O’(2n - 2,2) OT 
@(2n - 2,2) according as N/A s @(2n - 2,2) OY 9(2n, 2). In particular 
C&, 4 n O,(C&>) = A. 
(6) G&J), AI = A, . 
(7) Nd4) = GM N&4*) = GW 
Proof. (1) Clear from the matrix shape of the parabolic subgroup C&a)/A 
of &(2n, 2) or .@(2n, 2). 
(2) Otherwise C,(A,) = O,(C,(a)) by the irreducible action of C,(a) 
on OdG(a))IA. 
(3) Clear from the matrix shape of C,,,(a). 
(5) <a, c> is a nondegenerate orthogonal space. Hence CN(a, c)/A acts 
on (a, c)‘. 
(4) Otherwise Z,(O,(C,(a))) would be a maximal subgroup of O,(CN(a)) 
not containing c in (5). Clearly then c would only have two conjugates in 
O,(C,(a)), contradicting (5). 
(6) Clear from the indecomposable action of C,(b) on A. 
(7) Clear as rad(A,) = (a) and rad(A,) = (b). 
We keep the notation of Lemma 1 and 2 throughout the paper. 
LEMMA 3. Z(S) = Z(T)=(a). 
Proof. It suffices to show Z(T) = {a). Clearly Z(T) CA and as 1 d, 1 is 
even, all involutions of Z(T) are singular. Suppose Z(T) 3 a, a’, a # a’. As aa’ 
is also singular, a’ E A, where A, is the hyperplane of A normalized by C,(a) 
(see Lemma 1). By Lemma 2(l), C,( a a’) can not contain a Sylow 2-subgroup , 
of N. This completes the proof. 
481/63/2-4 
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LEMMA 4. A is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C&.4,). In particular, N cotlers 
N&)/0(N&))~ 
Proof. Lemma 2(2) implies that C,(A,) = &(a,) n IV,(A) _C A. Hence 
by Sylow’s theorem, A is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C&A,). The latter part of the 
lemma follows immediately. 
We shall next study the structure of C,(a) = M. By assumption O(M) = 1 
and C,(Q) C Q where Q = O,(M). Set R = O,(C,v(a)). We know that 
1 R , = pn+2n-2 = 21~2. 
LEMMA 5. We have A, C Q. 
Proof. As Z(S) = (a) CA, Z,(S) centralizes A/<a). By Lemma 2(3), 
Z,(S) C A. Since Q r) Z(S) q = <a), Q n Z,(S) r) (a). The irreducible action 
of C,(a) on A,/(aj implies Q 2 A, , as required. 
PROPOSITION 6. I f  M g N then Q n A = A, , R 1 Q and Q is an extra- 
special group of order 24n-3. 
Proof. We know Q 3 A, . Suppose Q 1 A. Clearly Q 3 d as otherwise 
MC N against our assumption. Thus No(A) 1 A. As Q = O,(Co(a)), N,(A) C 
02(C,v(a)) = R. By the irreducible action of C,(a) on R/A, we have R _C Q. 
Since Z,(R) = A, and N covers N,(A,)/O(N,(A,)) by Lemma 2(4) and 
Lemma 4, Q = R must hold. Clearly then C,(a) C N also holds. Thus we 
have shown that Q n A = A, . Of course Q 3 A, holds. 
We next show R > Q. Since Q 3 A,, N,(A,) 3 A,. As N covers 
W4YWrG(4h 8 n R 3 -4, . The action of C,(a) on Q n R forces that 
Q n R is a maximal subgroup of R so 1 Q n R ( = 24n-3. Let c be an element 
in B - A, . Then (c, Q n R) = R as c $ Q. Suppose by way of contradiction 
that Q n R C Q. Then c acts on No(Q n R)/Q n R and so there exists an 
element x E No(Q n R) - Q n R such that [x, c] E Q n R. Clearly 3c normalizes 
(c, Q n Rj = R and so Alz = -4, by Lemma 2(4). This is a contradiction, 
as N covers NG(A,)/O(NG(A,)). Thus R 3 Q and 1 Q / =I 24n-3. 
Finally we shall show that Q is extra-special. We know that Z(Q) = ,<a? 
and @(Q) C A, . As M 3 C>,,(a), A, cannot be characteristic in Q. Hence 
Q’ = @(Q) = Z(Q) = (a>,, as desired. 
For the remainder of this section we assume M g N so that Q = O,(M) is 
extra-special of order 24n-3. We use the bar convention for M/Q, i.e., if XC M 
then XQ/Q = X; and X<a>/<a) will be denoted by X for X _C M. Set 
Qt = O,(C,(t)) for any t hc a and we take c E A - A, (recall A, = A n Q) 
with c wN a, so that ac wN 6. Finally for x E A, , define q(n) = Q(X), so that 
2, is an orthogonal space with respect to the quadratic form 4 (4 is well defined 
as A, = <a)“). The group N&~r)/C&&) c 0<(2n - 2,2) or @(2n - 2,2) 
is the orthogonal group associated with p (recall Ca(& =z and NM(4,) = 
C,(c) = N n n/r). 
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LEMMA 7. The following hold: 
(1) N,(4) c N; 
(2) C,(C) = CN(c, a) C M n N and CM(c) = N n M, 
(3) a+, k 
(4) 2,(S)=(t,u),t~~a,t~A~=AnQ; 
(5) E = (M n QdQ Q S with E = O,(C,,(t) n N’) s E,s,-a and 
C&z) == E. 
Proof. (1) By Lemma 4 it is enough to show that O(N&l,)) = 1. As 
[O(Nc(A,)), A,] = 1 and A, is maximal abelian in Q, [O(N,(A,)), Q] = 1 
whence O(N,(A,)) = 1. 
(2) Since Co(c) = A, Q C,,(c), (1) yields C,(c) C M n N. Also, XE C&F) 
implies x E NM(A1) C N n M as required. 
(3) Ifa-G h Cn(b) must contain a normal elementary abelian subgroup 
of order >2zn-3 (see [7], for example). However, r~Oe(C~>(b)) which is of 
order <4, so by (2) a normal elementary abelian 2-subgroup of Cn(b) has 
order at most 4. As n 3 3 we have a +c b. 
(4) From our remarks above concerning 2, , Lemma 3 yields that 
Z(F) = (t’> with t wN a. Thus Z,(T) = (t, a’ and therefore Z,(S) = (t, a) 
as C,(c) C N n M and c +c cu. 
-- 
(5) As S _C Cm(t) and a wC t, M n Qt a s. Since a $ Qe but 
1 A: A n Qe 1 = 2, we may take TV Qc so c E Qt (as is well known, 
N,((t, c))/C,((t, c)) g S,). Hence CM(M n Qt) C CM(E) C N n M so E = 
M n Qt C O,(C.,(t) n N). Now 1 Qt n Q 1 < 2*+r (as Qt n Q must be ele- 
mentary) so 1 E 1 = 1 M n Qt / > 22n-3 whence B = O,(C,(t) n N’). (Note that 
O,(C,,(t) n N’) = 0,(&,(t) n N) g Z, x E22n--4 , except when N/A g 0+(6,2) 
and then C,,,(t) n NE Z, x D, . However, Q, C N’ so M n Qt = ,!? C N’ n M 
in this case also.) Finally, E is selfcentralizing as C(E) n N n M = E. 
PROPOSITION 8. Suppose n = 3, E = +; i.e., N/A g 0+(6, 2) or Q+(6, 2). 
Then me of the following holds: 
(i) 4(M) s Z, and M s S, x S, ; 
(ii) O,(m) s Ez, and / H ( = 23+” . 33+j, i, j E (0, 1); 
(iii) 0,(M)~E,,und~M~=23+i~34+~,i=0,1,20r3,j=O~r1. 
Proof. Let E = (E, 4 P) where we choose c, d, e to be commuting involu- 
tions in Qt n N n M. If N/A z J2+(6, 2) let N n M = (E) x <lO,, a,)(d, a) 
where <pi , uP) is a Sylow 3-subgroup of C,,,,&c), old = u2 , uie = a,r, i = 1, 2. 
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I f  LV/=l s 0+(6, 2) as well as the relations above we take u E N.b,,,(/~, , ~a:.) 
with u_Lz a transposition in N/A z S’s . Since CAo((ul , u,;)) = .Yc, a) we have 
uf E <c, a>. Now [u, A] = “6’ ‘\ wN <{b) and k:u’, 6’:~ is normalized by C,:,(uA) E 
2, x S, whence .;us> C (6’; and uA contains involutions. Thus by a result 
of Suzuki ([3, p. 3281) we may assume uE = 1. Note that [c, U] = 1 also. 
As C,4(%) z -46 , Co(ul) z Co(oJ G Qs * Qa . Let Co(uJ = Qil * Qis , 
Qij z Qs , i,i E {1,2} so that Qzt = Qi4 , Q$ = Qaj . Further e acts as an 
outer automorphism on each Q<j . I f  N/A z Ss z 0+(6,2) we may assume 
(replacing II by UC if necessary) that u acts as an outer automorphism on each 
Qi, and [u, Qpl * Qaa] = 1 (hence Co(u) s Z, x Q, * Q, and Co(uc) s ~!$a). 
Finally, we observe that C&X) g El6 for YE E - (a> while C,(a) s E8 . In 
particular ;.I.$ is weakly closed in E with respect to B. 
The proof of the Proposition will now be carried out in three lemmas: 
LEMMA 8.1. Suppose N/A y  l2+(6, 2) and ::F> is not weakly closed in s with 
respect to 111. Then M z S, x S, . 
Proof. Assume (ej is not weakly closed in S with respect to @. By Lemma 7, 
C%(Z) = E so 1 N&E) : .? 1 ,< 4. Hence from above we have 1 NM(E) : E 1 = 
1 S : B / = 2 or 4 (recall i? Q S). Let 2 E S - E with x wm B and take (without 
loss) C&X) = ~:a, e,>. Set x’ = J&(Cs(a)) and consider first the case Xr EB . 
Note that R +JJ E so X 4 S. 
If  / S / = 16, Z(S) = /I& d;. so by Burnside’s lemma ([3, Theorem 7.1 .l]) 
Z, a, *J are in different conjugacy classes in a. Thus in x# d has three conjugates, 
and without loss, & has three conjugates and 2 one. For 7 E I? - x, C&) = E 
so J +,v IZwhence (a> is weakly closed in S. If  / S / = 32, CS(Z) s 2, x 2, x 2, 
(as e cannot have five conjugates in NM(~)). Take <d) = a(Cs(%)) and suppose 
“7 E S - ..<a) with 9 .+m d. As e wfi;i %, 7 6 x. I f  Cs(r) n C~(Z) $ E, W(Cs(g)) = 
(‘2) which is impossible. Thus Cs(y) = : 9, d, 6) whence J has five conjugates 
in Cs(r), a contradiction. In each case we may assume (d’) is weakly closed 
in S. -- 
By Glauberman’s theorem [I], m = O(m) Cm(d). The structure of N n M 
yields 3 1 / O(m)1 
-- 
and F$ O,(C&a)). I f  Cm(H) C N n M, (e; is weakly closed 
in S. Now ic C,(n) g E,, and i has three conjugates under the action of 
C,;nx(d). Since Cm(i) = S we have 1 Cn(d)l = ( S 1 . 15 and O,(Cn(a)) = 
C,v(C&a)). Finally the structure of A, and the fact that c,CAvc yields 
Cm(a)/O,(C&a)) G S, . The elements of order 5 in Cm(J) are fixed-point-free 
on C,(a) and therefore on Q as well. Thus O(R) is cyclic. It follows therefore 
that O(M) z 2, and O,(Cn(a)) g 2, whence mg S, x 5’s as required. 
It remains to consider AT= El6 , and we show that <I+ is weakly closed in S 
against our assumption. Clearly x is strongly closed in S so ? N x in N&x). 
As N,(X) normalizes C&X) C C,(<$ a)) s E3 and f~ C,(x) we must have 
A:,,(x) = 9 ,:a, cl,, ,.:a, Z> s S,. I f  +(O) f  1 we may take ,<(t) = CX((a, F)) 
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whence (a) is weakly closed in S. Arguing as above we have a = Z, x Sa x S, , 
a contradiction. 
Hence we may assume CX(0) = 1. Thompson’s transfer theorem [9, 
Lemma 5.381 yields that m has a subgroup R of index two with R n ,!? = x 
( i.e., E E m - a). Burnside’s transfer theorem [3, Theorem 7.4.31 shows that 
c,(a) contains a normal 2-complement B > (&c?~). Since E ws &5, S C Nm( 8) 
and f E C,(d) c ErB , we have r~ E, . Hence 33 1 1 Nm(r)i as r +m (ai , &> 
since S C Nm( V). 
Let (a, 7) be a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(d) n C(P), and note that 7” = j%?. 
As Co(O&) = (a) there exist +?i , ~2 E r such that C,(V,) g Qs * Qs , i = 1,2. 
Since a must interchange the two quaternion subgroups in Co(“;), we may 
assume 7 normalizes both quaternion groups and therefore 7 +m d Hence 
C,(a) covers NM(~) and Cm(V) h as a normal 2-complement by Burnside. 
From c ms Ed and S C Nm( V) we must have 1 O,(Cn( v))i = 81 and therefore 
f has 281 conjugates in M (C&i) ’ is a 2-group). Hence i has precisely 81 con- 
jugates in a whence M = O,(Cm( v)) . s and (E) is weakly closed in s. 
LEMMA 8.2. If (Q is weakly closed in s with respect to m then conclusion (ii) 
OY (iii) of Proposition 8 holds. 
Proof. If <a) is weakly closed in s we have B = O(M) C&?) by Glauber- 
man’s theorem [l]. As N n Mg 2, x 0+(4,2) or 2, x G+(4,2), 32 1 1 O(m)], 
and as E 4: C&O(m)), I O(M)1 > 9. The structure of 0+(8,2) yields immediately 
that I O(M)J = 33+j, j = 0, I, 2. Since i? d CB(~‘) and C&E) = (t>, C(f) n 
O(m) - 1. Thus 1 O(&?)l = 33 or 3”. When I O(s)1 = 33, B acts faithfully on 
O(M). Thus O(m)= E2, and Nm(E)/E is isomorphic to a subgroup of S, , as 
c +A~ EC in this case. Finally as f~ CO(E) g E, , I Cm(a) : NM(E)] = 1 or 3 
and ) &J ) = 23+i . 33+j, i, j E {O, I>. 
Suppose that I O,(%?)I = 34. We note that a Sylow 3-subgroup of 0+(8,2) 
is isomorphic to 2, x (Z, 1 Z,). If O(m) is nonabelian, O(m) possesses a
characteristic subgroup (6) of order three with Co(a) g Q, . This contradicts 
C,(E) = (f) as E normalizes ($ and hence C&+ Since N&E)@ = C&)/E 
is isomorphic to a proper subgroup of S, and I M I = 1 O,(m)1 * I C,(f)], 
z has order 23+i . 34+j, i = 0, 1, 2 or 3, j = 0 or 1, and the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 8.3. If N/A g 0+(6,2) then conclusion (ii) OY (iii) of Proposition 8 
holds. 
Proof. We have chosen u E N n M - N’ n M so that Co(u) E Z, x Qs + Qs , 
Co(uc) E E:, and C,(U) 3 Co(uJ. Let u be a Sylow 2-subgroup of -- 
C,(c) containing {ii, E, a> = D n N n M. As C&(E, e)) = (t; 6) with 
t&b-M bt (Lemma 7), u C Cm(i). Therefore (E, E) = En u Q 0 -- 
whence/ U: UnNnMI f2. 
If c’ = .?7 n N n M, E(a) = s is a Sylow 2-subgroup of a and (.?> is 
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weakly closed in S with respect to M. In this case Lemma 8.2 gives the desired 
conclusion. -__ 
Suppose now 1 Oi:UnnNnMI =2, with i? = <f>(~, C, zi;.,, so that 
cf = E. Since Co(u) G 2, x Qs * Qs , any element of odd order in C1&3) 
must act faithfully on Co(u) whence C&c) g Z, x E, . D8 (E, . D, represents 
a Sylow 3-normalizer in S,). Put (6r, 6rf) = v, the Sylow 3-subgroup of 
C,~(ZC). Since 6, and (Tr’ are both fixed-point-free on Co(&), v  = (dr , I?~,‘) 
centralizes Cg(&). It follows that B x Vd normalizes Co(6,) and as C,q(t”) n 
(B x Bd) = 1, / -47 / = 3” / Cm(r)]. The proof concludes as in Lemma 8.2. 
PROPOSITION 9. Suppose n = 3, E = --; i.e., hr/A E O-(6,2) or .@(6,2). 
Then one of the following holds: 
(i) Bs Sa X S, z Ss X O-(4,2); 
(ii) AI= S, x A, z S, x n-(4, 2); 
(iii) MS A, 2 Z, ; 
(iv) JiTz (A, 2 Z,) . Za . 
Proof, Let i? = ,<E, d, F> with E, s (c, d, e) C Qt n N n M as before. In -- 
this case, N n M r Z, x S, or Z, x A, and T = &ii> or i?. We may choose 
d, e, u such that d w,v e with C,(d) z E16, C,(cd) s E,, and C,(u) s 
Ea x Q8 * Q8 or Z, x Qs x Qs . Assume C,(g) = (F, d) and choose %E (d, Ed} 
with I +m ~5. Thus C&UX) s E8 or E16. As NM-(B) E Z, x S, or 
Z, x A,, E has one or four conjugates in N&E). 
Suppose (F): is weakly closed in E. Thus S = T, and as J, ii, cd all lie in 
distinct classes in M, hGT((f, 2, @)) = S and E +m 3%. This means <F) is 
weakly closed in 5’ which implies M = O(M) CM(E) by Glauberman [l]. There- 
fore O(Af) e Z, (recall Cm(r) s Z, x S, or Za x A5) and either (i) or (ii) 
holds. 
Now suppose cc) is not weakly closed in J? so that 1 S : T 1 = 4 and 
N&B)/E s S, or A, (recall C&E) = E; Lemma 7). I f  i6) is a Sylow 3-sub- 
group of N,&E), let F = [(6), O,(N&E))] so that F g I&s or Z, x Z, (as (5) 
is fixed-point-free on F) and O,(N&E)) =F(E). In the latter possibility for p, 
take J EP - E n F, 7’ = e (E n P = (e, d) as E N &?). ?1le know C&I) g E, 
and t = C,(/a, e}) s E4 (b ecause C&E) = (f>). It follows that CO(J) n 
C,(a) = (f) and therefore 7 $ 02(Nn(z)), whereas N,-,(e) > Nm(E). This 
contradiction shows that we must have F g El6 . 
Using the same argument as in Lemma 8.3 we have that if 1?7 is a Sylow -- 
2-subgroup of C,(a) then 1 0: 0 n N n M I < 2; a similar statement holds 
for a Sylow 2-subgroup of C*?(W). It follows that none of F, ii, E? can be conju- 
gate to an element in p, and as E +m U; two applications of Thompson’s transfer 
theorem [9] yield that fll has a subgroup i? of index four with R n 9 = P 
(of index two if u $ li;f). 
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SincefECg((J, a)) g E,andFCNa(E) = C&t‘), 1 N&E):N&)I =I or 3. 
In the latter case, NE(F) = F(G, +, ((T, 7) s EB and if C,(%) s CF(6+) g E4 , 
(6~)” = %-I. Thus C,(J) n NR(F) =P. The action of (E, e> on O(C&)) 
yields [O(CR(a)), ?] = 1. If O(C,(a)) # 1, O(C&?Z)) normalizes, but does not 
centralize C&(& +). But then O(C&)) normalizes F, whence O(C,(a)) = 1. 
As ctN~EN~ ?d, O(C&)) = 1 for all JEF+. If NM(E) = Na(E), Burnside’s 
transfer theorem [3] yields C,(f) = F f or all JGP#. It follows (see [3, Theo- 
rem 9.2.11) that K has one class of involutions, a contradiction to Burnside’s 
lemma [3, Theorem 7.1.11. 
We have Nr(I’) = p<6, ?) with (6, S) g Eg . Let CF(O?) = <J, , fa) and 
CF@W = (33 P 34) so that <fi ,I.)’ = (ja, ja). Arguing as above, we may 
assume C,(Ji) $ N,(E). Th e 1 emmas of Burnside and Thompson used above 
show that C&i) h as a subgroup if, of index two with x,, = (fi) x Ki . 
Now if, n NR(E) = (3s, 3&~) z A, and C,(3,J n Ki = <3,, 3,). A result 
of Fowler yields Kr s A, (see [3, Theorem 15.2.51 or [2] for stronger version 
of Fowler’s result). It follows that C&i,) = (3i ,3e) x K1 and Nx((J1 , I',}) = 
(J1 , 3zfi:)(O?-1) x Ki s A, x A, . Since t E Co(o) g Qs * Qs and as C,(U) 
contains conjugates of b, (6, f) is a Sylow 3-subgroup of M. Thus NR((o, T)) = 
(6, ?j(h , &) where S, g (6+(&) C xi and (,O?-l, g!) = (<6?, &)‘. There- 
fore [& , ~~1 = 1 and CK(Ki) > (6?-l, I1 , J2, B?) g A,, whence k’T) g1 x 
Kr”s A, x A,. The order of 0+(8,2) yields that K- A, x A5 and the 
Proposition is proved. 
PROPOSITION 10. I f  n > 4 we have one of the following possibilities: 
(i) Mr S, x @(2n - 2,2); 
(ii) %rr S, X @(2n - 2,2); 
(iii) n = 4, E = - and O*(a) is a (central) non-split extension of Z, by 
U,(3) with M/0*(&l) s E4 or Z, . 
Proof. The proof will be divided into four lemmas (we suppose n > 4 
throughout). 
LEMMA 10.1. I f  O(R) # 1 then O(M) g Z, . 
Proof. From Lemma 7 we know C&E) n O(M) = 1 so O(M) is abelian. 
Suppose O(M) f 1 and let H be a Sylow p-subgroup of O(X) for some odd 
prime p. Put P = Gr(p). There exists a subgroup (7) of order p in P with 
C&V) = &, where E = E,, x (E). As Co(E) = <r), C,(&,) E E4. If C&V) I 
C,(EJ, E,, would have fixed points on [y, Q], a contradiction. Thus 
C&r) n Co(&) = 1 so 7 has order three and P = O(m) = O,(a). 
Suppose O(M) & Z, . Then P = Qi(O(m)) # (7) as (J) acts faithfully on 
Cd(&). If CEJF) # 1 then [EO, H] = 1 (in fact [Cm(?)‘, P] = 1 as Cm(c)’ is 
simple). There exists therefore an element & E P with Ca(yi) > C&J!&), a 
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contradiction as above. The faithful action of E on F implies 1 P j 2 3’?,1-~ (as 
/ E j = 2e+le3). Since C,(f) = 1, t‘now has at least 2 . 3471-3(2’2-1-~ * 1)(2”-“+E 1) -- 
conjugates in m (the last two factors are the index of Cm(i) in N n AZ). However, 
this number is larger than the number of noncentral involutions in Q 
(2(2en-a - 1)(2z1’i3 + 1)) as 72 >, 4. 
LEMMA 10.2. If (E) is weakly closed in I? then Me S, x 0’(2n - 2,2) or 
S, x @(2n - 2,2). 
Proof. Observe first that S = T as E 4 sand CM(E) = N n M (Lemma 7). 
Suppose (E) is not weakly closed in s. Let fg s - (5) with .@ = E for some 
p E a. Now fc C,(3) so P E CO(Z) = A1 . However, as a & b (Lemma 7) 
all involutions in A1 conjugate to tl in R are already conjugate to tl in N n M 
(see the remarks at the beginning of this section). Therefore there exists 
h E N n M with P” = f and $” = 5. Thus $ E Cm(r) C Nm(E) whence 
EE &?, a contradiction. Therefore (1~) is weakly closed in s. By Glauberman’s 
result [1], m = O(R) C&E). Proposition 6 implies O(M) # 1, so O(a) g 2, 
by Lemma 10.1. Therefore mr S, x Of(2n - 2,2) or S, x @(2n - 2,2) as 
required. 
LEMMA 10.3. If (E) is not weakly closed in i? then n = 4, E = -. 
Proof. Let X = En Cm(E)’ (i.e., E = X x (E)). In CD(E) = Nn M, 
X has precisely two classes of involutions with representatives & c say. In fact 
we may choose d, e to be involutions in Qt n N n M so that d, e act on A as 
involutions of type a2 , cg , respectively (in the notation of Aschbacher-Seitz). 
Thus Z(T) = (F, a) and (a> = T’ n Z(T) so that E +a ;t by Burnside’s 
lemma [3, Theorem 7.1 .l]. As e is of type ca on A, C,(e) n Q = C,*(e) always 
contains an hyperbolic plane (with respect to the quadratic form q), and the 
same is true for C,(d) n Q except when n = 4, E = -. 
Suppose there exists 3) em with E = P. Let A, be a hyperbolic plane in 
CA,(e) so A,, is a hyperbolic plane in C.a,(a) (with respect to 4’). Since AsJ C Al = 
C&E) and AaJ is a hyperbolic plane by Lemma 7, Witt’s theorem shows that -- 
there exists If EN n M such that A$ = A0 . As N n M = C&C), 9’ = E. 
There exists & E A,, with f, w~r;i tl (as A0 is hyperbolic) and from E E O,(C~(t;)), 
follows E E o,(c,(A,,)). Th e s tructure of N shows N n M covers Nm(AO)/C&,) 
whence E, d are fused in CM(A,,). However, CM-(&) g 2, x @(2n - 4,2) 
or 2, x Q(2n - 4,2) with (z> = Oa(C~(&J). It follows that (E) = 
O,(C~(&)) and the fusion is not possible. Hence E +m c. 
An identical argument shows SF +n E and also & +m E unless n = 4, 
E = -. Except in the case n = 4, E = - we have shown that <E) is weakly 
closed in E, and the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 10.4. If n = 4, c = - and (?> is not weakly closed in i? then (iii) holds. 
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Proof. From the proof of Lemma 10.3 (using the same notation) we have 
E “M &! and E has precisely six conjugates in i?. If NM(E) = NM>(E) then 
E +m Ed as in this case S = T and E +,,s, &‘. Thus 1 A$#) : NW(E)/ = 6 
whence Nm(,!?)/Es Ss or A, . Further, as N&E) is not irreducible on J!?, 
E n C~(E)’ = W 4 NM(E) and Na(E)/X g 2, x S, or 2, x A,. (Recall that 
forn=4,~=-,NnM~Z,x0-(6,2)~ZaxAutPS~~(3)orNnM~ 
2, x Q-(6,2) E 2, x P@,(3) and Nw(E)/E= S, or As). 
If N n ME 2, x O-(6,2) we can choose UE N=(E) - N=(B)’ which 
acts as an outer automorphism on Nm(E)‘/E (i.e., UC S, - As) so that ii, 8, ;E 
normalize an elementary abelian subgroup IV of order 27 in CM(E) (see [5, I] 
for the structure of Aut PSp,(3)). W e can easily compute the action of these 
involutions on & and we have: Co(u) g Es4 ( c h oosing ii to be fixed-point-free 
on m, Co(uc) 22 G6 , C,(d) E El6 x Q, * Q6 ec Co(e), Co(ec> s Elzs , and 
C,(euc) s E4 x Qe * Q8 c Q8 . Th e involutions in N&E)’ are all conjugate 
to J in M and involutions in (N&E)‘, E) - N&E)’ are conjugate (in m) to 
either E or me. 
As SC Nm(E), Thompson’s transfer theorem [9, Lemma 5.381 yields that M 
has a subgroup M,, with ii$ MO . Next observe that E +JJ$ w +~a, and 
that @,, n Nm(E) = (Nm(E)‘, C) or (NJ&?)‘, UC). The transfer theorem may 
be applied again to MO and we conclude that M has a subgroup R of index 
four with i? n z = 1 E Ella and Nx(x)/x e A, . 
Since CR(~) = NE(X), %E Co(n), and CR(& E) is isomorphic to the centralizer 
of a central involution in P@,(3) (of order 26 * 3”), 1 C,(J): C,(a) n IV=(x)1 = 
3/z, K odd. As Z(C,(d)) s Ez2 contains conjugates of b, k = 1 or 3. If k = 1, 
1 C&z) : C,(f?, E)I = 2. w e may choose 7 to be an involution in C,(a) - CE(J, E) 
and also 7 E NR(X) n NR(P) w h ere P is a Sylow 3-subgroup of C#). Because 
1 C,(J)/ = 4, N(P) n C,(J) has Sylow 2-subgroup isomorphic to DB. Thus 
C,(J) is isomorphic to the centralizer of an involution in U,(3). By a result of 
Phan [6] (and since Or(R) = R) Rg U,(3). It is well known, however, that 
U,(3) has no faithful orthogonal representation of degree 12 over GF(2) (for 
example, see the argument given immediately before Lemma 1 in [5, II]). We 
must have K = 3; i.e., 1 C,(a)1 = 2’ . 33. 
It follows from O,(C,(a)) g Qs * Qs that E = O(C#)) E Z, . As above, 
C&)/x is isomorphic to the centralizer of an involution in U,(3), and 
[L, O,,,C,(d)] = 1. Let J b e a Sylow 3-subgroup of Nz(X) with C&r) = 
<a, iE,h [A I Xl = <c e,> f or some 3; E J. Then there exists & E J with 
C.&s) = (c, ,?J, L?a , X] = (d, Jr). As O,(C&?)) n X = (2, I?, I?~) it follows 
that a, Jr E O&$(a)) ( since z mg a). Now O,(C~(E)) n O,(Cg(d)) g E, whence - - 
L = O(C,(@)) and therefore [L, X] = 1. It follows that [E, N=(x)] = 1 and 
so L centralizes W = (C&), N=(X)). As o’(Nf(X)) = N#), Phan’s result -- 
[q yields CR(E) 2 w with W/L e U,(3). As above w does not split over 1. 
Finally, R = CR(L) = w as Q h as only two classes of involutions in W and 
CR(f) C W (see [5] II). 
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The Proof of the COYOZ~UY~~. We first prove part (A) of the Corollary. The 
proof relies on the following result: 
TIMMESFELD'S THEOREM [IO, Corollary B]. Let A be an elementary abelian 
subgroup of the finite group G. Suppose for each g E G folloms A n AQ = A or 1 
and [A, AQ] = 1 if and only zf A = AQ. Let H = (AC/. Then H has an elementary 
abelian normal 2-subgroup B such that either 
(1) H/B = Z*(H/B); where Z*(G)/O(G) = Z(G/O(G)), OY 
(2) H/B is a covering group of 
L7t(q), “(q)t ‘<j(q)? q = 2”; 
-4, ,A, -A,, A, ; 
il&,, ) M2, , OY iv*,, . 
In addition we will need the following special case when n = 2. 
LEMMA Il. Suppose G satisfies (*) except that n = 2 instead of n > 3; i.e., 
A g El6 and N/A g O’(4, 2) OY @(4,2). I f  C,(y) C N for each y  E A# then 
A Q G. 
Proof. We first remark that Lemmas l-5 hold for R = 2. Thus Z(T) = 
Z(S) = (a> so S = T C N (S a Sylow 2-subgroup of G). Suppose a E A n AQ 
for some g E G - N (a singular as before). Then AQ 4 Co(u) C N so we may 
assume 4s 4 S. As A is the unique El6 in S if N/A s @(4,2) we must have 
N/A z 0’(4,2). 
There exists s E S’ n -4~ - A (S/A s Ds) and as we may take C,(s) = (a, bj, 
b nonsingular, we have b E A n AQ(A n AQ f  <a>, for otherwise S/A = 
AQA/A E E,), and A n AQ g EJ . In any case if A n AQ f 1 we have 
b E A n AQ. NOW AQ Q C,,,(b) = C,(b) and as C,(b)/A e 2, x S, we have 
A n AQ E Es whence a conjugate of a lies in d n AQ. We have proved therefore 
that A = -4g or A n Ag = 1 for all g E G. 
Timmesfeld’s theorem may now be applied to yield H = <AC) is one of the 
simple groups listed above or A Q G (if O,(G) # 1 then A 4 G, and clearly 
O(G) = 1 here). Using Z(S) = (a) and the structure of Co(a) we immediately 
see that none of the simple groups could occur. (Alternatively, from A n AQ = A 
or 1 it follows easily that A is strongly closed in N and then Goldschmidt’s 
fusion theorem would give A Q G also.) 
For the rest of the proof of Corollary (A) we assume G satisfies (*) and that 
C,(a) = MC N (in particular n > 3). 
LEMMA 12. The following hold: 
(1) a+obandS= T. 
(2) I f  a E A n AQ for g E G then A = AQ. 
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(3) IfC=C,(b)CNuZso,thenA~nA=Aorlforallg~G. 
(4) A does not normalize any group of odd order in G; in particular O(G) = 1. 
(5) Either O,(G) = 1 OY A Q G. 
Proof. (1) Since Co(a) = C,(a), C,(a) does not mvolve Sp(2n - 2,2) 
so a 7LG b. Also S C C,(a) C N whence S = T. 
(2) If aEAnAg then A,AgqMCN. If AfAg, then AAg= 
O,(CN(a)) by the irreducible action of C’,(a) on Oz(C,(a))/A. In particular 
AnAQ=<u,c) for CEA-Aa,. Lemma 2(5) implies (a, c) can not be 
normal in C,(a). This contradiction establishes (2). 
(3) Suppose A n Ag 3 6. Then Ag C O,(C,(b)) as we are assuming 
C = C,(b) C N. Hence As r\ A I A, (see Lemma 1) and in particular 
a E A n Ag. The conclusion now follows from (2). 
(4) Suppose A C No(X) where X has odd order # 1. Since A 1 (a, a’> 
with a -,,, a’ wN au’, XnM# 1. However, [XnM,A]CXnQ = 1 
whence X n MC C,(A) = A, a contradiction. 
(5) If O,(G) # 1 then a E O,(G) whence A CO,(G). Thus A = O,(G) 
because S C N and O,(N) = A. 
LEMMA 13. If C = C,(b) C N then -4 4 G. 
Proof. Because of Lemma 12(3) we may apply Timmesfeld’s theorem. It 
now follows from Lemma 12(4),(5) that either A Q G or H = (AC) is one 
of the simple groups listed in Timmesfeld’s theorem. Suppose A +I G. Then 
H n N # A otherwise H would have a normal 2-complement by Bumside’s 
theorem. Hence H n N1 N’, so O,(C,(a)) = A and therefore H s M,, or 
M23 (as (a) = Z(S)). However, n > 3 so these possibilities can not occur. 
The lemma is proved. 
In the final two lemmas in the proof of the Corollary (A) we will use the bar 
convention for C/<b). Recall N n C/A z Z, x Sp(2n - 2,2) or Sp(2n - 2,2). 
Under the action of N n C, A - (b) contains four classes of involutions with 
representatives: 
(4 a E A, ; 
(18) ab E A, and ab wN b; 
(y) a, E A - A, with a, wNnc a,,b wN a; 
(6) b, E A - A, with b,, mNnC b,,b wN b and C,(b, , b) E O-‘(2n - 2,2) 
or !P(2n - 2,2). 
From (6) we have that C&J 
- - 
h as a subgroup ff of index two with K n N/A s 
O-c(2n -- 2, 2) or JP(2n - 2,2). 
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LEMMA 14. If c,(b,) c IT thetz c c A;. 
Proof. Suppose rig _C O,(C,(b)) = O,(C n N) for some g E G. Then 
) A: A n A!+’ 1 < 2 so A n Ag contains a conjugate of a. By Lemma 12(2) 
A = As. We claim A is a T.I. set in C. If A n xe # 1 for ZE C we need only 
consider A n As 3 (b, b,). However, A * ,4g (1 C,(&,) as we are assuming 
C,-(a,,) _C m, whence d . xe _C O,(C,v(b)) and therefore 2 = -@. Similarly, as 
Cc(A) = O,(N n C), [z, Je] = 1 implies A = Ag for 86 C. Hence lq, C 
satisfy the conditions of Timmesfeld’s theorem. -- 
Let g = (2’) and suppose H n NC O,(N n C). Then i7 has a normal 
2-complement by Burnside’s transfer theorem and so 2 Q f7 by Lemma 12(4). 
Suppose now that R n fl1 (N n C)‘. If A n O,(fl) f 1 then O,(R) = 2.a , 2 -- -- 
or O,(N n C) by Lemma 1. As C&a) = O,(N n C) = C&i) we have O,(R) = 
O,(N) whence 2 Q f7 as A is weakly closed in O,(N n C) = O,(C,(b)). 
Finally we suppose O,(H) n A = 1 so ( O,(f7)1 < 2. By Timmesfeld’s 
theorem and Lemma 12(4), H/O,@?) is one of the simple groups given in the 
theorem. However, (8) C Z(s), Oa(CR(a))/Oa(R) is elementary abelian and 
C,(a)/O,(C,(a)) g Sf(2n - 4,2). A s in Lemma 13 we see that none of the 
simple groups can occur. 
We conclude that 2 4 R whence 2 Q C and so A a C; i.e., C _C N as 
required. 
LEMMA 15. We have Cc(&) Cm. 
Proof. Suppose C&6,) 0 N so that Kgm. For X _C K we denote 
X(b, b,)/(b, b,) by X. We have N&)/A= O-‘(2n - 2,2) or SZ-e(2n - 2,2) 
and A is the standard module for NR(&A. 
Take a E (b, b,>l, and observe that a is the unique singular vector in 
(a, 6, b,). Thus CR(~) C N n K as MC N. If 6’ E (6, b,,)l with b’ mN b then b’ 
is the unique non singular vector in (b’, b, b,) - <b, b,). Hence as a wN bb’, 
C&‘) Cz also. It follows from Lemma 13 replacing A by A, G by R 
andNby~thatA~R,providedn>4.1fn=3,A~E1,,~~ 
0+(4,2) or 52-~(4,2) and C,(g) _C A for all 9 E A#. Now Lemma 11 yields 
/i Q R. Therefore we have shown A Q K contradicting the assumption that 
R$rn. 
This completes the proof of Corollary (A). 
We now turn to the proof of Corollary(B). Observe that in this case a 6 Z*(G). 
Corollary (B)(ii) is an immediate consequence of the Theorem and [5, III]. 
Corollary (B)(i) follows immediately from [7] if N/A g @(2n, 2). If 
N/A z Or(2n, 2), [7] yields Oz(G) # G. As N’C O?(G), Q c O?(G) and 
M n Oz(G)/Q s S, x Q(2n - 2,2) w h ence 02(G) z P(2n + 2,2). It follows 
that Gg Oc(2n + 2,2). 
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For Corollary (B)(iv), [7] yields that G # 02(G). However, N’ = N in this 
case (see Lemma 8.1) so NCO*(G) w ic h h is impossible as N contains a Sylow 
2-subgroup of G. 
For Corollary (B)(iii) let G, = 02(G). By [8], [G : GO] = 2 if N/A s O-(6,2) 
while G = G,, if N/A s Q-(6, 2). Applying [8] to G, yields that G, contains 
a (noncentral) involution which satisfies the assumptions of the theorem in [4]. 
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